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AMO Physicists
Optical Engineers
Embedded Systems Engineers 

We are building a world-class team to continue developing ColdQuanta’s
breakthrough Cold Atom Quantum Technology. 

We are on a quest to find world-class:

ABOUT US
ColdQuanta is a global quantum
technology company solving the
world’s most challenging
problems. 

The company harnesses
quantum mechanics to build and
integrate quantum computers,
sensors, and networks. From
fundamental physics to leading
edge commercial products,
ColdQuanta enables “quantum
everywhere” through our
ecosystem of devices and
platforms.

ColdQuanta offers a portfolio of quantum devices and machines for use in quantum
systems and applications. Today’s products enable quantum computers and quantum
lab environments. For additional product details, view the following pages:

QUANTUM COMPONENTS

 

JOIN OUR TEAM

Software Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
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ColdQuanta is proud to be an equal opportunity employer
committed to equal employment opportunity regardless of
race, color, ancestry, religion, sex, national origin, sexual
orientation, age, citizenship, marital status, disability, gender
identity, or veteran status. 

Learn more at coldquanta.com/careers

ColdQuanta’s UHV expertise means that you get
exceptional UHV performance for long lifetimes in your
experiments without needing to spend months on
vacuum processing.

Magneto-Optical Traps - p. 7

ColdQuanta’s high-quality glass cells offer a new level of
optical access to in-vacuum experiments. 

UHV Glass Cells - p. 4

Cold Atom Sources - p. 6

Trapped Ion Devices p. 10

Atomic Clocks p. 11

ColdQuanta's Cold Atom Sources can deliver a high flux of atoms
(>10^9 atoms/sec) while making it easy to maintain UHV in the
science chamber. 

Designed to provide long lifetimes and low anomalous heating
rates in an extremely compact package with a high-NA
window for state readout.

ColdQuanta is revolutionizing timing by pushing the
limits of precision, size, and robustness.



Precision Timekeeping

Gate Model Quantum
Computing
Cold atoms are an ideal platform for
universal gate-based quantum
computing. Atomic qubits have
excellent coherence properties and
can be cooled with lasers to nano-
Kelvin temperatures without large
cryogenic systems in specialized
vacuum cells. 

Award-Winning 'Albert' System
Albert allows our users to design and manipulate quantum states in ways that
were previously only possible in the very best of the world's research
laboratories. 

Making quantum research accessible to innovators across the globe through a
simple cloud interface will help accelerate the development of game changing
quantum technologies. Learn more at coldquanta.com/albert.

Quantum Positioning Systems
Global navigation satellite systems (GNSS), such as GPS, have revolutionized
how we navigate. Many sectors are completely reliant on these systems to
operate. At the same time, the weak signals can be easily jammed, or worse,
spoofed to provide false information.

ColdQuanta has accelerated, via our R+D programs, the development of cold
atom-based positioning systems. These technologies allow navigation when
GNSS/GPS signals are degraded or absent. Our custom cell technologies
enable both ourselves and our partners to demonstrate advanced sensor
technologies. These technologies will enable assured positioning and
navigation even during GPS/GNSS signal disruptions, both accidental and
adversarial.

Quantum RF Sensors

Using novel quantum atomic techniques, atoms can be used to build highly
sensitive detectors for radio frequency (RF) electromagnetic fields. In addition
to superior sensitivity, quantum RF sensors can provide ultra-wide tunability
from MHz to THz. 
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Atomic clocks are an essential part
of modern technology. Due to the
size and cost of current state-of-
the-art atomic clocks, many sectors
rely on GPS-based systems to
provide accurate time. Reliance on
GPS signals leaves information and
communications systems
vulnerable.

With a focus on national security,
ColdQuanta is accelerating the
productization of next-generation
clocks. Our clocks are built around
compact, proprietary quantum
atomic cell technologies that enable
superior timing performance, which
is robust, practical and scalable.

Quantum Memory

Leveraging ColdQuanta’s PICAS and
double MOT products, ColdQuanta is
expanding the reach of quantum
networks by developing long-lived
quantum memory systems for NASA.
Quantum memory technology is
essential for quantum communication
systems by enabling the process of
entanglement exchange. Cold atom-
based memories have excellent
coherence, which lead to the storage
times required for future long-haul,
physically-secure networks.

APPLICATIONS OVERVIEW
Cold atoms provide a platform which can access the full gamut of quantum
technology applications. This cross-disciplined approach allows us to maximize
the impact of our innovative core technology and unlock true quantum
advantage for our end-users and partners. 
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High-NA Imaging Cells

Optically matched to readily available microscope
objectives at 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7NA
Face parallelism <1 arcminute
Anti-reflection coated on inside and outside surfaces of
all cell walls (uncoated available)
Bakeable to high temperatures
BEC Vacuum Cell
Optical Tweezers Cell

 Broadband from 460 nm to 1070 nm
Targeted AR coating for Cs, K, and Rb

DN16 CF Flange
DN40 CF Flange with a wide neck glass-to-metal

PRODUCT FEATURES

COATING OPTIONS

FLANGE OPTIONS
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ColdQuanta’s high-quality glass cells offer a new level of optical access to in-
vacuum experiments. Assembled with an optical contacting process, the cells
provide high-quality AR coatings while maintaining very high optical flatness in
the cell walls, enabling minimal optical distortion through the cell.

UHV GLASS CELLS

2 cm Thin Walled Glass Cells

Ultrahigh vacuum cell
Bakeable to high temperatures
Assembled without epoxies or frits
Thin glass walls

PRODUCT FEATURES

2 cm AR Coated Cells

Ultrahigh vacuum cell
Anti-reflection coated on inside and outside of all cell walls
Bakeable to high temperatures
Assembled without epoxies or frits
BEC vacuum cell
Magneto-optical trap vacuum cell

PRODUCT FEATURES

Broadband
Targeted AR coating for
Cesium, Potassium, Rubidium
Custom coating

COATING OPTIONS
DN16 CF Flange
DN40 CF Flange with a
wide neck glass-to-metal

FLANGE OPTIONS

Custom Glass Cells

Ultrahigh vacuum cell
Fabricated using optical contacting and anodic bonding without
leaving residual material in the chamber
Surface flatness of better than λ/4 per cm (peak-valley)
Bakeable to high temperatures, 300~ degrees Celsius
Assembled without epoxies or frits, leading to low leakage rates
All coatings are deposited with the highest quality ion-beam
sputtering process, giving coatings with very high damage
thresholds, and minimizing the risk of the coating absorbing water
and shifting during vacuum processing
AR coatings as low as R<0.1% per surface at multiple wavelengths

PRODUCT FEATURES
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ColdQuanta’s UHV expertise means that you get exceptional UHV
performance for long lifetimes in your experiments without needing to spend
months on vacuum processing.

Cold Atom Source Cells

Dual alkali metal sources
2D+ MOT capable
Pinhole for differential pressures
Assembled without epoxies or frits
DN16 CF Flange

PRODUCT FEATURES
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ColdQuanta's Cold Atom Sources can deliver a high flux of atoms 
(>10^9 atoms/sec) while making it easy to maintain UHV in the science
chamber. The efficient design enables a long source lifetime, so your
experiment runs uninterrupted.

COLD ATOM SOURCES

2D+ MOT Magnets

Permanent magnet assembly
Integrated 2-Axis translation stage
Correct magnetic field for 2D(+) MOT operation

MAG-2000 - 2D MOT Permanent magnet assembly
MAG-2100 - 2D MOT Coil assembly

PRODUCT FEATURES

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS

Coil PICAS

Coils for Fast Magnetic Field
Generation
Compact Opto-Mechanics
Alignment-Free 2D+ MOT
Integrated Heat Sink

Available with Power Monitoring
Photodiodes

PRODUCT FEATURES

POWER MONITORING

MiniMOT

Compact UHV Chamber
Active and passive pumps to
maintain vacuum
Integrated electronics to power
pumps and dispenser
Integrated coil driver (coils sold
separately)

Rubidium
Cesium

PRODUCT FEATURES

ELEMENTSFixed PICAS

Compact Optics System
Simple 2D+ MOT Alignment
Pre-defined Polarization

Available with Power
Monitoring Photodiodes

PRODUCT FEATURES

POWER MONITORING

Rubidium
Cesium

ELEMENTS

780 nm
(Rubidium)
852 nm
(Cesium)

DESIGN
WAVELENGTHS
& ELEMENTS

780 nm (Rubidium)
852 nm (Cesium)

DESIGN WAVELENGTHS & ELEMENTS

MAGNETO-OPTICAL TRAPS

MOT Coils

Anti-Helmholtz coil pair
Ideal for MOT field generation
Mounts on a 45 mm rails

PRODUCT FEATURES
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DoubleMOT

Compact UHV chamber
Up to two independent active
dispensers
Active and passive pumps to
maintain vacuum
Easily configurable for specific
applications
High atom flux and long trap
lifetimes

PRODUCT FEATURES
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RuBECi

Compact UHV chamber
Up to two independent active dispensers
Active and passive pumps to maintain
vacuum
Integrated atom chip allows for the trapping
and easy manipulation of ultra-cold atoms
Easily reconfigurable for specific applications

PRODUCT FEATURES

QuadCoils

Four coil pairs
Compact package
Complete magnetic solution for RuBECi atom chip systems

PRODUCT FEATURES

TriCoils

Physics Platform

Optics package to complement the
RuBECi® or doubleMOT systems
Highly flexible configuration
Includes optics and opto-mechanics
for 2D(+) MOT, 3D MOT, optical
pumping, and imaging
Pre-aligned for rapid deployment
FC/APC Fiber inputs

PRODUCT FEATURES

Rubidium
Cesium
Potassium

ELEMENTS

MiniMOT Package

miniMOT and optics package to enable production of a MOT
Highly flexible configuration
Pre-aligned for rapid deployment

Rubidium
Cesium

PRODUCT FEATURES

ELEMENTS

Rubidium
Cesium

ELEMENTS

Three coil pairs
Compact package
Compatible with 2 cm and Imaging
UHV cells
Complete magnetic solution for
the doubleMOT

PRODUCT FEATURES
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Standard atom chip
Window atom chip 
Custom atom chip
Atom chips with integrated optics

ATOM CHIP

https://www.shopcoldquanta.com/rubeci
https://www.shopcoldquanta.com/rubeci
https://www.shopcoldquanta.com/doublemot
https://www.shopcoldquanta.com/2cm-ar-coated-cells
https://www.shopcoldquanta.com/high-na-imaging-cells


Compact UHV cell
Titanium body
AR coated C-cut sapphire windows
2 through axes at 45 degree angle
.12-.65 NA optical access
< 3 x 10^(-11) Torr vacuum pressure
HOA or Peregrine trap compatible
Adaptable to many chip traps
Yb and Ba targets available

PRODUCT FEATURES
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Compact Ion Trap Package

Optical Clock

 Comparable performance and size to leading technology
1/2 power requirement and 20x improvement in reliability
compared to leading technology
4U rack mountable
18" x 18" x 7"
50 lbs

PRODUCT FEATURES

Microwave Clock

Cryogenic Ion Trap Package

Compact UHV cell 
Titanium body
AR coated C-cut sapphire windows
2 through axes at 45 degree angle
.12-.65 NA optical access
< 10^(-12) Torr vacuum pressure
Peregrine or HOA trap compatible
Yb and Ba ablation sources available

PRODUCT FEATURES

Compared to leading technology:
2x performance 
1/3 size
1/2 power requirement

1U rack mountable
18" x 18" x 7"
50 lbs

PRODUCT FEATURES

TRAPPED ION DEVICES
ColdQuanta's Trapped Ion Packages are designed to provide long
lifetimes and low anomalous heating rates in an extremely compact
package with a high-NA window for state readout.

ATOMIC CLOCKS
ColdQuanta is revolutionizing timing by pushing the limits
of precision, size, and robustness.
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Generate and
optimize Bose-
Einstein Condensate
(BEC) 
Sweep, split, and
rearrange atom
clouds
Capture a snapshot
of a quantum
wavefunction

Learn more and register for FREE access at
coldquanta.com/albert www.coldquanta.com/damop

ALBERT

Albert is the world's only cloud-accessible quantum matter design lab. It allows
users to generate, manipulate, and measure dynamic quantum systems with a
push of a button. 

Cloud Accessible Quantum Lab

HILBERT

Hilbert is the world’s first commercial gate-based cold atom quantum computer.
Our first customer is conducting qubit characterization research, using just 4 qubits
for this purpose. We’ll very quickly scale to much larger numbers of qubits later this
year for other customers as we tune up the full 100 qubit array.

Hilbert supports the Qiskit API and will initially be available in beta to customers
through ColdQuanta’s comprehensive multi-tenant cloud platform. Integration with
public cloud services will be introduced later this year.

Cloud Based Quantum Computer
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ColdQuanta, Riverlane and the University of Wisconsin–Madison announced they
have successfully run a quantum algorithm on a cold atom qubit array system,
codenamed “AQuA,” an industry first that brings quantum computing one step
closer to using quantum for real-world applications. The milestone was conducted
at the University of Wisconsin–Madison in the research group led by Professor
Mark Saffman. A paper on the research was published in Nature on April 20, 2022.


